** This is not a digital case – PAPER FILE **
IN THE COURT OF APPEAL
(CRIMINAL DIVISION)
ON APPEAL FROM
THE CROWN COURT AT MANCHESTER
CAO REF: 201503661 B2
Date: 21.01.2022
For: Renewal of application for leave to appeal against conviction
Contra: N/A
Coram: Carr LJ, Picken & Wall JJ

R.
Respondent
-v-

On Friday 21 January 2022 I attended the Court of Appeal (Criminal
Division) to represent the applicant Alex William Smith (‘Mr. Smith’
or ‘the applicant’).

ALEX WILLIAM SMITH

Mr. Smith was convicted in 1999 at the Crown Court at Manchester,
having pleaded guilty to two offences of delivery of counterfeit coins,
contrary to the Forgery and Counterfeiting Act 1981 s.15(2).

BRIEF TO COUNSEL

Following the collapse of the Tulisa Constostavlos trial in 2014, the
CPS sent the applicant (amongst others) a disclosure pack drawing to
his attention the fact that there were grounds to doubt the credibility
of Mahzer Mahmood (a.k.a. the “Fake Sheik”) who had been the
central prosecution witness in Mr. Smith’s case in 1999.
Mr. Smith has been through a lengthy appeal process before I was
instructed, which included being refused leave to appeal by the
Single Judge in 2016.
I was first instructed by Advocate (formerly the Bar Pro Bono Unit)
in August 2020 - initially (i) to hold a conference with the applicant,
(ii) to give advice on next steps, and (iii) to draft ‘perfected grounds’
once further investigations are made and counsel has advised upon
the merits.
On 25 February 2021 I prepared ‘Settled Grounds of Appeal Against
Conviction incorporating: (i) application for leave to vary grounds;
(ii) application for extension of time; and (iii) application to renew
out of time’.
The applicant lodged those settled grounds with the CA(CD) and also
published them (without my knowledge or agreement) on his
personal website. This had the effect of causing a significant number
of new witnesses to come forward. Dr. Evan Harris, who is one of
those additional witnesses, has served to coordinate this for the
applicant. Dr. Harris is involved with the so-called Mobile Telephone
Voicemail Interception Litigation (‘MTVIL’) which is currently
progressing before the High Court, now managed by Fancourt J.
As a result of these additional witnesses coming forward, the
applicant requested that the hearing of his various applications and
the renewal hearing be delayed. This allowed numerous Form W’s to
be lodged with the CA(CD) and also allowed me to draft ‘Updated
Settled Grounds of Appeal Against Conviction incorporating: (i)
application for leave to vary grounds; (ii) application for extension of
time; and (iii) application to renew out of time’ dated 9 August 2021.
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I also accepted further instructions from Advocate to represent the
applicant at the hearing of the renewed application to leave to appeal.
This had initially been expected to take place in March 2021.
However it was postponed once to May 2021, then to December
2021, before being delayed again to January 2022 at the request of
the applicant. This was to allow further fresh evidence to be gathered
and put before the Court.
Additionally, on 18 September 2021, the applicant wrote to the
CA(CD) (copying in the CPS and me) seeking an order against News
Group Newspapers (NGN) for the production of further material
which the applicant has been informed is held in their archives which
would support his appeal. The applicant was told by the Court of
Appeal office that this application would be dealt with at the hearing,
at the same time as the various other applications.
The matter was finally listed before the CA(CD) on Friday 21
January 2022.
Mr. Smith travelled down from the North West the day before the
hearing. We were able to have the benefit of a lengthy conference in
my chambers on Thursday evening (from 5pm – 8pm) with Mr.
Smith, Dr. Harris, Hamish and me all present.
The tribunal consisted of Lady Justice Carr, Mr Justice Picken, and
Mr Justice Wall.
I was pleased to be assisted at Court by my junior, Hamish
McCallum, who was also instructed by Advocate.
Nobody from the Respondent (The CPS) attended nor were they
represented.
The applicant Mr. Smith attended in person.
Dr. Harris also attended court in person. A number of other people
also attended via the link, including Paddy French (who is another
fresh witness).
We were listed at 10am but were not called on until circa. 11am.
I made the following applications:
•

For an order, pursuant to CrimPR r.39.7(3) for NGN to
produce the material in their archive;

•

An application for leave to vary the grounds of appeal;

•

An application for an extension of time to appeal (the appeal
being many years out of time); and

•

An application to renew out of time (the renewed application
for leave being made itself years out of time).

Following approximately 1 hour of legal argument, Carr LJ thanked
me for my “robust and clear submissions”.
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The tribunal rose briefly before returning at 12:05pm to give
judgment saying this:
This is a renewed application for leave to appeal against
conviction, upon G plea to 2 counts of delivering counterfeit
of protected coin contrary to... app sentenced to 2 concurrent
terms of 6 months.
Occurred as long ago as 1999, when app 23, now 46. Delay
is immediately apparent. Extension of time of 2 years and 11
months to renew his app for extension of time of 16 years 5
months, following refusal of SJ in May 2016.
Reasons for delay: negative advice, lack of understanding,
difficulties in funding and finding counsel. Matter referred to
CCRC which declined to refer in 2018. Delays mean w/s,
exhibits and transcripts not available. SJ referred to delay as
extraordinary – refused leave on this ground alone. But also
considered substantive merits.
App seeks to introduce new grounds, accompanied by leave
s23 of CAA to introduce new evidence.
Was listed on 6 May 2021, the applicant applied to vacate
hearing to lodge further information. Several extensions of
time – to obtain information. Lodged extensive
documentation. Volume of material is vast. What is described
as ‘applicant’s evidence bundle’ extends to over 2000 pages.
Despite this, the reasons for our decision are brief. Doesn’t
mask careful considerations in reaching conclusions. We
have read all of the material in the applicant’s bundle, even
though some of it could not conceivably be admissible on an
appeal. Large swathes of pleadings and w/s including at least
one which is unsigned, in context of hacking litigation.
Excepts from books etc.
Facts:
According to grounds of appeal [reads]
Grounds:
JM and HM appear pro bono. Seek to raise 3 fresh grounds
since SJ refusal and revise fourth. JM emphasises handicap
facing applicant as LiP, and G plea is not bar to appeal,
insofar as there has been procedural failures subject to
debate during course of hearing – should grant adjournment,
leave to appeal, with view to allowing app to cure defect.
Submitted justified given delays already.
First ground of appeal, supported by fourth ground (JM
suggests strongest) is to the effect that applicant was
deprived through non-disclosure by pros of a good
application to stay proceedings against him as abuse of
process. In particular, case of entrapment by MM as part of
investigation. Said to be newspapers’ ‘fake sheik’. Had it
been made known to applicant at time, would have had
grounds to apply for stay. Entrapped app to commit offences
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– pressured, induced, and threatened to procure. He and
associate provided details of individuals to procure, covert
surveillance, edited prior to providing to police. Evidence re
MM docs to show misled police.
Supported by fourth ground – failure to comply with duty to
disclose. Material in P hands undermine credibility. Said
only recently came to apps attention, contacted by new
witnesses, in context of other litigation involving NGN. Ref
made to app not adducing material due to legal restrictions.
App for disclosure. Draft order. JM suggests can be made
under CrPR 39.7(3). App told was advanced in Sep 2021.
Not entirely clear the extent to which NGN put on app at that
time. But clear no solid basis that newspaper is properly on
notice of app itself or nature and jurisdictional basis.
Second ground is related – that MM conviction in 2016 for
pervert in respect of similar investigations, question
reliability of evidence. MO unlawful evidence, no disclosure,
edited evidence. MM manipulated or intimidated to provide
coins. Covert recordings said to have been edited.
Final ground – fresh evidence from Royal Mint calls into
question basis for pros and conviction. Email indicating that
there was no record of any authentication exercise being
carried out. Unclear whether P confirmed authenticity of
coins.
Re fourth ground of appeal – which said seems to be bolster
first ground – said non-disclosure by P of a case R v
Sheppherd and Norman. Case collapsed, as have many
others, in light of MM dishonest activities.
Discussion
Clear that in addition to extension of time, app relies on app
to vary and adduce fresh evidence. Relates to trial of signed
Tulisa, evidence to Leveson Inquiry, and MTVIL and
Beckham.
Lack of delay and explanation. Merits would have to be very
overwhelming indeed. No adequate detail re what procedural
steps were being taken between 1999-2014. Significant gaps
of total inactivity between Aug 2018-Apr 2019. Prejudice
very significant. CPS retains no papers. Police no papers.
Pros counsel no recollection of case.
Variation principles in R v James [2018] para 38. Hurdle
high.
Admission of fresh evidence: overarching test is whether
interests of justice require it to be admitted – inc factors
requiring particular considerations.
In principle such evidence may be admitted if conviction,
even if based on G, is unsafe. Fact app fully advised entered
G pleas. Ordinarily, once unambiguous G plea – because
nothing unsafe on Ds voluntary confession.
Exceptions to rule legal obstacle
Context is: two issues that were live re ingredients of offence
– narrow – limited to knowledge re counterfeit, and whether
in fact. As indicated, the app in our view is all about
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suggestion that app deprived of meaningful app to stay based
on abuse arising from entrapment on part of MM.
But was app’s case stated by him personally, that it was he
who set out to entrap MM, knew MM was undercover
journalist – engineered situation to expose. Suggestion that
he was entrapment, and somehow threatened is at total odds
with this case.
Relevant principles re state entrapment in Loosley.
Principles apply to journalists but not with same force. When
considering entrapment by private citizen – starting point to
ask whether police officer entrapment would lead to stay.
Highly fact specific. No single principle.
Problem facing this submission is no particulars are given of
any of the alleged pressure, inducement, or threat.
Suggestion that MM spiked is purely speculative. No basis to
establish. No argument to say entrapped. Therefore not
arguable that applicants convictions are relevant unsafe
accordingly.
Forth ground – two aspects of material re material in hands
of MPS. No identification of if/when/how material provided
to GMP or CPS at any material time. Schedules of unused
material are no longer in existence. Pros cannot say whether
aware of material or not. Continuing theme behind app –
that dishonesty would have been relevant to or given rise to
material app to stay, doesn’t make sense.
SJ said not of issue – rather whether applicant knew he was
handing over counterfeit coins. He knew himself, not affected
by MM dishonesty. Disposes of Ground 2.
App for order of disclosure against third party. Would not
countenance of considering in absence of NGN being put on
notice. Prospect of further delay would not countenance.
Leaves third ground. That cannot arguably give rise to
concern re safety of app conviction. Pros prejudiced in
responding – since evidence no longer available. Wholly
unarguable to seek to advance factual position in 1998 when
cannot be tested. Mostly equivocal, when no record any
longer.
Demonstrates total artificiality of position before us. App
case that he purchased coins for £400, entirely consistent
with G pleas – accepting knowledge.
Newspaper report of mitigation. Position didn’t expect to
enter circulation. Maintained by him for purpose of appeal.
Self-prepared grounds say as much, and on website.
Surprising if legal professionals involved in case had not
noticed.
App pleaded G with personal direct knowledge of ingredients
of case. Refuse apps to extend, vary, adduce, and dismiss
renewed apps.
After the hearing I held another conference with Mr. Smith.
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I have written to Chantelle Magrath in the CA(CD) office and have
requested a copy of the written judgment when it is made available
by the Court – I will forward this on to the applicant once received.
This concludes my work on this instruction. Please let me know if
I may be of any further assistance to the applicant.
Thank you very much for your instructions in this matter.

JAMES MANNING
21.01.2021
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